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We investigate geometric convergence for rules of numerical integration and the 
associated Lagrangian interpolation polynomials over unbounded contours and 
intervals. The results obtained are shown to be substantially best possible. 
I. MOTIVATION 
Little is known about convergence rates of Lagrangian interpolation and 
numerical integration over unbounded intervals. Here elementary methods 
are used to investigate geometric convergence of not necessarily real rules of 
numerical integration and the associated Lagrangian interpolation 
polynomials. We show our results are substantially best possible. Further. in 
showing that our results contain some recent results of Aljarrah 11 I. we 
remove a restriction in his class of weights. 
2. NOTATION 
(i) Throughout, (a, b) will be a fixed unbounded real interval 
((co<a<<<co)and/3:(a,b) + i’i‘ (the complex plane) wit1 be continuous. 
Further, CL: (a, 6) + C will be a fixed function of bounded variation such that 
the moment function 
m(t) = .j;y IP(- d I aI (xl (2.1) 
exists and is finite for all t > 0, as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. Here 
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d 1 al (x) denotes the total variation of da(x). To exclude “trivial” cases, we 
shall assume supp[d 1 a I] is infinite. Define also the moments 
m,j= f/3(x)jda(x), j=O. 1,2 ,.... 
<a 
(2.2) 
Whenever the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral is defined and finite, define 
(2.31 
The most important case of the above is where p(x) =x, and a(x) is real 
and monotone increasing, with supp[da] unbounded. However. the above 
also includes complex integrals over unbounded contours. 
(ii) Whenever p > 0 and the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral is defined and 
finite, define 
Also, whenever r > 0 and the sup is finite, set 
I/ g/l,..,., =wil &)I: lzl < vi. 
(iii) Ilf] will be approximated by 
Z,,lfl = ;- II = 1. 2.... 
h-1 
~,,h.m,,h)~ (2.4) 
where the abscissas x,,, ... x,!,? are II distinct complex numbers and the 
weights ,I,,, . . . A,,, are complex numbers. Let 
A(x) = max \ <- 
i- 
/l,,k/: 1 < fl < .Y 
i 
all real .y > 1 (2.5 1 
b I 
and 
A = lim sup n(n) ’ ‘I. 
II .i (2.6) 
Of course /i = 1 for rules with positive real weights, but n = 2 for 
Newton-Cotes rules on [-1, 11. See [ 11, p. 2741. Let 
Frttz) = I’\ Cz - xni)3 n = I, 2,... 
i- I 
(2.71 
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Y,, ’ = l/Gm?’ n = 1, 2,... (2.8) 
P,,(Z) = L&W II = 1. 2.... (2.9) 
In the special case where /3(.x) =s, and u(x) is real and monotone 
increasing, with supplda ] unbounded. and where the (.u,,~} are the Gauss-- 
Jacobi abscissas for da, then {d,,) is the sequence of orthonormal 
polynomials for da. and (?,,I is the sequence of leading coefficients. 
(iv) We assume that we are given a function A(n) bounding 1,;s 
abscissa of largest modulus. More precisely. assume 
and 
A: 1 1, co) + (0, co) is monotone increasing / 
\ and lim d(s) = co 
I .I 
(2.10) 
I7 = I. L.. (2.11) max/~s,,,~: 1 <li< rr} <A(n). 
For all s > 0. let 
w(s) = lim sup A (xs)/A(.\:) 
\ *I 




We shall usually assume that x(s) is finite for all s 2 1. This allows A(s) to 
grow smoothly like A-” or e”‘ some 11 > 0. 
(v) We shall assume I,, is exact for some powers of i. that is. 
l,,l? j = flzh 1 = lllk, I, = 0. I. 2 ,.... K(n). I? = I. 2 (.... (2.14) 
Regarding {I}, we assume throughout that (K(H)} is positive, monotone 
increasing and lim,, , , K(H) = co. We shall often assume that for some fixed 
real < > , 11 > 0. 
K(f7) > jn ~ 21 all large enough II 
and/or 
K(n) < in + U all large enough II. 
Let S(V) be the “lower inverse” of K(H), that is. 
B(x) = min/ 12: K(n) > X) all real s > K( 1) 
so that 0(s) is monotone increasing, integer valued and 
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Hence we have also 
(215A) * O(x) < (x + u)/i + 1 
(2.15B) a B(x) > (x - u)/[ 
all large enough x (2.18A) 
all large enough X. (2.18B) 
For general interpolatory quadrature rules, K(n) = n - 1; d(x) = least 
integer > x + 1; [ = u = 1. Further, for Gauss-Jacobi rules K(R) == 2n - 1: 
Q(x) = least integer > (x + 1)/2; [= 2: u = 1. Note, however, that we did not 
require < to be an integer in (2.15A, B). 
(vi) Given real p > 0, we shall write throughout p* = max( l,p/<}, 
without further mention. Here [ is the number in (2.15A, B). Detk 
(2.19) 
v= lim sup I(1 ~ l,,)IzK(“)+’ lJ”(K’n’+“/d(n). 
n +rc 
(2.20) 
The quantities p+(p), ,K (p) and v depend only on the rules {Z,,} and are 
important in discussing geometric convergence. 
(vii) The Lagrangian interpolation polynomial of order n (n = 1, 2,...) 
to a function f(z) defined at x,,~, i = 1. 2 ,.... n is 
-Llfl(z) = ;- fk,,) L,,(z) 
h--I 
where 
k = I , 2 ,.... n. 
,Y$ will denote the class of polynomials of degree at most n with complex 
coefficients. 
(viii) For any entire functionf(z) = x7?‘-, bizi, its order is 
df) = liy+“,“p (n log rz)/(los Ib, I ’ 1 
and if 0 < p(f) < 03, its type is 
r(f) = lim sup n I b, Ipc”‘“/(ep(f)). n-cc 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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Finally. we introduce the d-index off, denoted a(f; s), by 
a(f; s) = lim sup lb,, 1 I,” d(m) 
n + ‘I 
all s > 0. (2.23) 
For suitable values of S, a(f; S) determines whether or not I,, If 1 converges 
geometrically to IIS]; and whether or not L,,lf] converges geometrically t0.f 
in some sense. 
3. LEMMAS 
In this section, we establish some preliminary results. The following 
lemma compares p. r and u. 
LEMMA 3. I. Let f (z) = x; ,, bjz’ be entire. 
(a) Suppose for some qz > 0. c2 > 0. 
d(x) < (C2S)(‘~ all large erzough .Y’. (3.1) 
Theta 
(i) p(f) < l/q? 2 u(.f; s) = 0 all s > 0. 
(ii) p(f) = l/q2 3 a(J s) < (c2seQJ’)/q2)“! all s > 0. 
(b) Suppose for some q, > 0. c, > 0, 
d(x) >, (c, .Y)“l all large etzough s. 
Then 
(i) p(f) > l/q, -* a(J s) = 00 all s > 0. 
(ii) p(f)= l/q, ~a(f;s)~(c,se?(f)/q,)“‘alls >O. 
ProoJ: (a)(i) It follows from (2.21) that for some q > q? and for large 
12. 1 b,,l < II ““, so (3. I ) gives 
1 b,,l ’ ‘I d(m) < (czs)“’ 17"' ” ~+ 0 as II + coo. 
(ii) Writing p = p(f) = l/q?, we have 
lb,,J’ “d(sn)~(~~~~b,,~~‘~~z)“~ 
and (2.22). (2.23) give the result by taking lim sup’s, 
(b) is similar. Q.E.D. 
One can introduce a “lower d-index” u (f; s) by replacing the lim sup in 
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(2.23) by lim inf. This is useful in some counterexamples, but we omit the 
details. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let y(s) and x(s) be given by (2.12) and (2.13) vespec- 
tively. 
(a) v(rs) < v(r) v(s); x(r + s> <x(r) x(s) all r3 s > 0. 
(b) Zf for some r > 1, v(r) < co, then v(s) is finite for #all s > 0. 
Further, given e > 0, and if 
q2 = (log(v(r) + &))/log r
then for all large enough x, 
d(x) < (c2x)Y? 
(3.2) 
where c2 is a positive constant. 
(c) Zf for some r < 1. v(r) < 1, then lim, Ao + y(s) = 0. Further, given 
small E > 0, and if 
q1 = (log(ylp’(r) - ~))llog r 
then for all large enough x. 
d(x) 2 (C,XY’ 
where c, is a positive constant. 
Proof: (a) follows directly from (2.12) and (2.13). Note that we have 
to interpret 0 . co = co if y/(r) = 0, y(s) = a3. 
(b) From (a), w(g) < (ty(r)y all j = 1, 2,... so v(s) is finite for all 
s > 0. Next, for some positive integer 1, we have 
d(rx)/d(x) < v(r) + c all x > r’. (3.3) 
Then given x > r’, we have for some integer j > 0, 
rlt.i- 1 <x < #+j a 1 +j - 1 < log x/log r < I +j 
so that by (3.3) 
d(x) < d(r’+j) < d(r)(y/(r) + 6)i 
< d(r)(yl(r) + &.)(lOS x/lo&! r)A 1 I 
= (c2xp 
where q2 is given by (3.2) and c2 is a constant independent of x. 
(c) is similar to (b). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.3. (a) II,Iz’li~/i(n)dj(n),j,n=O, I,2 ,.... 
(b) JI[z’I/ <A(B(j)) d’(e(j)),j = 0. I, 2,... . 
are real valuedfunctions and da(x) > 0 in (a, b). 
m(t) < 211(8(t + 2)) d’(B(t + 2)) all t > 0. 
Proof. (a) follows from (2.5) and (2.11). 
(b) From (2.14), (2.17) we have K(H(J')) >j and hence 
Z[z’] = Isci,[zj 1. Now apply (a). 
(c) Given I > 0, let j be the least even integer >t. Let K be an 
arbitrary positive number. Then if ;C = {x: i/I(x)1 < K}. 
< K’ 1. da(x) + 1. I&-~)l’(lP(x)l/K)’ ml dW) 
. I (ushI\ / 
< K’m, + K’%I~, 
as p(x) is real and j is even. Choose K = d(H(t + 2)) and use the bound in 
(b) together with monotonicity of A(x). d(x), e(x) and j < t + 2. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let j > n > 1 and P(z) = zi - L,,[zi](z). Let 0 < 6 < I and 
h(6) = 26/( 1 - 6). 
(a) d’(n) Q lIPlld~n~.3c G h”+‘(6)(4(n)/6y’l(26). 
(b) When j = n, P(z) = Fn(z). 
(c) When p(x), a(x) are real valued functions and da(x) 2 0 irl (a, 6). 
then for p 2 1, 
wheref=max(n,B(jp+2)} 
Proof. (a) The left part of the inequality follows from the well-known 
fact that for any manic polynomial Q(Z) of degree j. 
max(lQ(z)i: Iz/ <r} > P-see, for example, Hille 19, p. 267 I. The upper 
bound follows by using 
P(z):r’-L,[r/I(z)=(ZBi)~‘ ji,&~dt 
II 
all IzJ <d(n), where C= (t: ItI =d(rr)/S}-see Davis (3, Theorem 3.6.1. 
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p. 681. Since the zeroes of F,, lie in /z 1 < d(n), estimating the contour integral 
in the usual way yields the right part of the inequality. 
(b) Both P(z) = 2” - L,[z”](z) and f,,(z) have leading coefficient 1. 
degree n, and the n zeroes x,,~, k = 1, 2 ,..., n, in common, so must be iden- 
tical. 
(c) Let r > 0 and .;i = (xE (a,b): I/?(x)1 < r). Then for xE ./. 
lPW))I G Il%x~ and for x E (a, b)\.Y, IP@(x))l < ljPll,,,T. IP(x)/rl’ by the 
Walsh-Bernstein inequality [ 10, p. 771. Thus 
Taking r = d(n) and using Lemma 3.3(c), we see 
m, + m(jp)/r’” < A(fqO)) + 2/1(8(&J + 2)) dqe(jp + 2))/@(n) 
< 3A(K@ + 2))(4(~)/‘4(~P 
by definition of 1. If we now use the upper bound on /IPlld(,l,.m in (a) above, 
and take pth roots, the result follows. Q.E.D. 
Lemmas 3.4(a), (b) remain true when some of the abscissas x,,, coalesce. 
Lemma 3.4(c) remains true with a suitably modified definition of ‘d(n). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let f (z) = CTCO bjzi be entire. Assume A given by (2.6) is 
finite and x(s) given by (2.13) is finite for s > 0. Set h(x) = 2x/( 1 - x) all 
0 < x < 1. Assume that (2.15A) holds. 
(a) Let c0 =x(24/< + 1)ft”“. Zf a(f, l/i) < l/c,, then 
lirnn”,“p I(1 - I,>[f ]I”” < (cOU l/1))’ < 1. 
(b) rfa(f; 1) < l/3, then 
(c) Assume /l(x), a(x) are real valued functions and da(x) > 0 in 
(a, b). Let p > 1 and c, = ~((u + 2)/c + 1) A”‘. Ifo(f; p*) < 1/(3c,) then 
liy+zp Ilf --L,[f IIlL’.‘:, < h(c,u(S;p*)) < 1. 
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Proof: (a) Using (2.14) we have (at first formally) 
(I- ~Jlfl =c b,(Z - l,,)Iz’l. (3.4) 
; Ii,,,,- I 
NOW j > K(H) * B(j) > n by (2.17). Further. (2.18A) holds. These remarks 
together with Lemmas 3.3(a), (b) and monotonicity of ii(s), d(x) give. for 
all j > K(n). 
I([ - I,,)lz’li < 2A((j + u)li + 1) d’((j + 24)/i + 1 ). 
Then 
< ‘4 ‘~‘x@li + 1) ai l/i) = c,,u(f; l/i) 
by (2.6), (2.13) and (2.23). Then given small t’ > 0. (2.lSA) and (3.4) give, 
for large enough n. 
6 K((1 + c) c,,a(J l/i))“’ 
where K is a constant independent of n. The result follows, 
(b) We have 
(f- L,,lfl)(z) = c bj(z’ ~ L,flz’I(z)). (3.5) 
; ,, 
Choose c > 0 such that d = u(f; 1) + I: and 6 = u(f’ 1) + 21: are less than 1. 
Then by Lemma 3.4(a), for large n, 
by (2.23) and monotonicity of d(x). The result follows as 6 and d < 6 can be 
chosen arbitrarily close to u(f; 1). 
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(c) Choose s so small that d = c, o(f;p*) + F and 6 = c, a(f;p*) + 2r: 
are smaller than 1. Then using the upper bound in (2.1gA), as well as 
Lemma 3.4(c), and (3.5), we obtain (at first formallyj 
IIf-L,[f]ll,.,~22h”+‘(6)6-’ T-- n"p((jp+ 2+24)/C+ l)lbil 
.,-PI 
x (d(jpX + (2 + 24)/i + l)/S)i 
< h”+‘(d) K 2 (d/S)j 
.i- n 
for large n by choice of c, and d, and where K is a constant independent of 
n. The result follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let f(z) = C;f 0 bj zi be entire with bi real, j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Let n be a given positive integer and xNir j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be real. 
(4 If-L,LfII (XI< l$,G>l C,?,, <,I) lbjl (max{lxl~~(n)J~‘~“, for all 
real x. 
(b) rf b,j>O, b2,i+, =O, j=O, l,L... then If-Lz,,[f/i(~)> 
bzn I&,,(x)I for all real x. 
(C) Is b,j=O, bzj+l >O, j=O, 1, L.... then If- Lz,+l[J”]l (x)> 
b 2n+l I~2,+,<xjlfor all real x. 
(d) If x,,~ > 0, j = 1, 2 ,..,, n and bi > 0. j = 0. 1, 2 ,.... then 
If - L,,lf II(x) > b, l$,G>l for all x > 0. 
Proof: By the well-known error formula for Lagrange interpolation 
(Davis 13, Theorem 3.1.1, p. 561) for all real x, 
(f - L,,lf l>C~> =f (“)(v) &x)/n! 
Here q depends on x and is contained in the smallest interval containing x,,~. 
k = 1, 2 ,..., n, and x. 
(a) follows from (3.6) and lvl< max(d(n). 1x1}. 
(b) Using (3.6) and the restrictions on (b,}, 
(c), (d) are similar to (b). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Assume that p(x) =x and that u(x) is real and absolutel~~ 
continuous in (a, b). Assume that da(x) > 0 in (a, b). Further, assume there 
exists 6 E (0, 1) satisfying 
lim inf meas(x E (a, 6): u’(x) > s”)/A(n) > 0 
n - ‘J (3.7) 
where meas denotes linear Lebesgue measure. Then ,u- (p) given by (2.19) is 
positive for all p > 0. 
Proo$ Let p > 0. Let i (n) = (x E (a, b): a’(x) > 6”’ ‘I} all n = 1, 2,.... 
For large II, there is an integer between p*n and 2p*n, so monotonicity of 
d(x) and (3.7) yield 
meas(.i (n)) > cd(p*n) all large enough II (3.8) 
where c > 0 is independent of n Choose 0 < t: < c/(4e) and let 
Y’(n) = {x: I$,,(x)i < (&d(p*n))“}, 17 = 1. 2..... By Cartan’s Lemma (Baker 
12, p. 1741) 
meas(Y(n)) < 4ef;A(p”‘n). n = 1. 2.... (3.9) 
Then by absolute continuity of a(x). 
3 A”“( p”n)(c”6”‘)“((c - 4eE) A(p*n)) 
by (3.8), (3.9). The result follows as c ~ 4ec > 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.8. Assume that p(x) = x and that a(x) is real and da(x) > 0 in 
(a, b), with supp [ da 1 unbounded. Assume thar the {A,,,) and (x,,,} are, respec- 
tively, the Gauss-Jacobi weights and abscissas for da(x). 
(a) Letf(z) = r? ,, bzizXi be entire with b2, > 0. j = 0, 1. 2 ,... . Then 
(3.10) 
and if either of these holds, 
(I- ~,,)lfl 3 buy,, ’ all II > 1. (3.11) 
(b) If v is given bJ> (2.20), then 11 =,u , (2). 
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(c) Ifg(z) is defined at x,,~, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, then 
Proof. (a) Since the partial sums off increase monotonically to S in 
(-co, co), (3.10) follows from Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem. 
To show (3.11), note first that (I - I,,)\x’-‘1 > 0 all j = 0. 1, 2,... by Shohat’s 
Lemma (Freud 18, Lemma 111.1.5, p, 92 I) and hence 
:x 
(I - Z,>(f] = \’ b2j(z - Z,,)(X2~fI 
ill1 
2 b,,,(Z - z,,)[x2’z 1. 
Next, let H(x) be the (Hermite) interpolation polynomial of degree at most 
2n - 1 that interpolates to the value and first derivative of x2” at s = x,,,, 
j = 1, 2,..., n. Then the polynomials zZ” - H(z) and (F,,(z))’ have leading 
coefficient one, and 2n zeroes in common, so must be identical. Thus by 
exactness of the quadrature rule and by (2.8), 
(I-Z,)lx2”I = Ilx2”I -Z,,[Hl 
= Z(x2”] ~ f(H( 
1 IId” 1 = >I, 2. (3.13) 
(b) As K(H) = 2n ~ 1 for Gauss-Jacobi rules, (2.20) yields 
v = lim sup I(I - Z,,)Ix2” ]I”““‘/A(n) 
n-r’r. 
by (3.13), (2.8) and as 2* = max{ 1, 2/c} = 1 for Gauss-Jacobi rules, since 
(= 2 in (2.15A). 
(c) By Eq. IIL(6.3) in Freud 18, p. 1141, 
k = 1, 2 . . . . . rl. 
(His notation is a little different from that here.) Then if I,, acts on the 
variable 4: we see from (2.9) that 
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Using Holder’s inequality and Z,,j#i- ,(y)j = rl$f-, 1 = 1, we obtain 
and (3.12) follows. Q.E.D. 
When (a, b) c (0, co) an obvious analogue of Lemma 3.8(a) holds for 
entire f(z) = CF 0 bi zi with b > 0, j = 0, 1, 2 . . . . . 
4. GENERAL THEOREMS 
Following is our main result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume A given by (2.6) is finite and that x(s) gicert 6~ 
(2.13) is finite for all s > 0. Write h(x) = 2x/(1 - x) for all 0 < x < 1. 
Assume (2.15A) holds. 
(a) Let c,, = x(u/< + 1) /i “{. For any entire function f such that 
u(f; l/i) < l/c, , we have 
(b) For any entire function f such that a(f: 1) < l/3, bve have 
(c) Assume p(x), a(x) are real Galued functions and da(x) > 0 in 
(u, b). Let p > 1 and c, = ~((u + 2)/c + I)/1 I’(. For any entire function f
such that a(Jp*) < 1/(3c,), we have 
liy:;p I/f - L,,If llli,‘:‘:, < h(c,Wtp*)). (4.3) 
In addition, let (2.15B) hold. We then ha@e the following negative assertions 
to complement the above: 
(a’) There exists an entire Junction J‘(z) \t?ith a(f’ l/c) an arbitrary. 
number in (0. l/c,) and 
lirf*y I([ - r,,)lf II li” > (va(f; l/i)/x((u + 1 )li))” (4.4) 
where v is given by (2.20). 
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(b’) There exists an entire function f(z) with a(f, 1) an arbitrary 
number in (0, l/3) and 
(4.5) 
(c’) Let p > 1. There exists an entire function f(z) with o(f;p*) an 
arbitrary number in (0, 1/(3c,)) and 
liy+y_up/l/‘-L,lf lllJ$b~+,(~)@f;p’~). (4.6) 
Proof: The positive assertions (4-l), (4.2), (4.3) follow immediately from 
Lemma 3.5. We need prove only the counterexamples by choosing suitable 
entire functions f (z) = r,T O biz,‘. 
(a’) Assume v > 0, otherwise the counterexample is trivial. Let 
u E (0, l/c,). By (2.20), we can choose positive integers n(i) with the 
following property. Let k(i) = K(n(i)) + 1. i = 1. 2 ,... . Then. for i = 1, 2 ,.... 
k(i + 1) > (i + 1) k(i) (4.7) 
II = n(i), k =k(i)d ~(I&I,,)[zkll 3 I(D- l/i)d(n)l’. (4.8) 
Let F = {k(i): i = 1, 2,...}. Set 6, = 0 if k @ r and 
b,dk(k/[) = oh if lifEW. (4.9) 
Then f (z) = C,$, bjzi is entire and clearly u(f; I/[) = u. Further, if r’~ = n(i). 
k = k(i), (3.4), (4.8) and (4.9) give 
> lu(v - l/i)d(n)/d(k/i)lA ~ 1’ 
jcc oh 
lbil I(1 - I,,)lz’l~. (4.10) 
Now if k = k(i), II = n(i), then k < jn + u + 1 by (2.15B). so 
Choose small E > 0. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.5(a), and using 
(4.7), (2.15A), we see that for large i, n = n(i), k = k(i), 
x 1b.j IK- Mzjll < K((1 + ~1 co4/‘i l/i))‘“” (4.12) 
.iec,j>k 
where K is a constant independent of n, i. Then (4.4) follows from (4.10), 
(4.1 l), (4.12) by letting i-r co and n = n(i), k = k(i). 
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(b’) Here one uses (3.5) and l/z” - L,,l~“]l1~,,~,, , ad”(n) (bq 
Lemma 3.4(a)) and chooses the (bi} much as in (a). 
(c’) From (3.5), it follows that 
Ilf-~,,IfI/i,,.,~/~,,l ll r~-~,,l~‘~l~/~,,,~ - 2 lb;1 /Ii’ ~ Ll~‘I’/<,.,, , ,,,I 
provided the norms and series are finite. Further. by Lemma 3.4(b). 
Using these equations. and (2.19). (2.23). one can choose the {h,} much as in 
(a’) to deduce (4.6). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) Theorems 4.1(b). (c) remain valid when some abscissas 
(x,,~} coalesce, so that L,,lfl interpolates to some derivatives ofJ When they 
are interpolatory, the integration rules may also be modified to use f’s 
derivatives: in studying convergence one then uses the inequality 
IV - f,,)lfll < llf- ~,,IfllL,.,’ 
(b) Obviously the counterexamples in Theorems 4.l(a’). (c’) have no 
significance unless P > 0. p, (p) > 0, respectively. It is possible to construct 
rules for which both these quantities are zero-in such cases it is perhaps 
inappropriate to base a study of geometric convergence on the function d(n). 
However, in practical rules. both 13 and ,u (p). and so ,u / (p). are 
positive-see Section 5. 
(c) The negative assertions show that in each case, the term involving 
a(f; .) substantially determines the rate of convergence. For example. (a). 
(a’) yield functions satisfying 
K, < lim sup i(I ~ I,,)lf’ll’ “/(a(~? l/i))! < K, 
II I, 
where K, and Kz depend only on the integration rules. not on f. and where 
K, is usually positive. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that A, x(s) are as in Theorem 4.1. 
(a) Assume that for some q > 0, cz > 0. 
d(n) < (c2 n)” for all large enough n. (4.13) 
If f is entire and p(f) < l/q, then we may replace the right members of (4.1). 
(4.2) and (4.3) bv 0. Ifp(f) = l/q then biSe may replace a(f; s) in (4.1). (4.2) 
and (4.3) by (czses(f)/q)” with the appropriate values of s, prozlided s is 
small enough to sati@ the requirements of those assertions. 
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(b) Assume, in addition to (4.13), that for some c, > 0, 
d(n) 2 cc3 n14 for all large enough n. 
Then there exist entire functions f with p(f) = l/q and satisfying the 
restrictions on o(f, s) in (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), with the appropriate calues of 
.s. Further, for those entire functions, M’e may replace a(f; s) in (4.4), (4.5) 
and (4.6) bv (cJser(f )/q)’ with the appropriate values of s. 
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4. I. 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) When y(r) < 00. some r > 1. and c > 0 is given. 
Lemma 3.2(b) shows we may choose q = inf{ log(y(r) + ~)/log r: r > 1 } in 
(4.13). 
(b) When the abscissas {xni] are real, there is the following alternative 
result for Lagrangian interpolation. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that /3(x). a(x) are real calued and da(x) > 0 in 
(a, h). Assume that x,,;, i = 1, 2 . . . . . n; n = I. 2 . . . . are all real. Assume that A 
giuen by (2.6) is finite, and that (2.15A) holds. 
(a) Let q,>p, >p> 1 and p, ‘+q;‘=p-~‘. Then iffis an entire 
function such that a(f, q:) < A I,(, ,ve hare 
~~lnn_~~~llf-L,,ISIl/~~.~,~~+(~,)o(f:9~)/(~ -,4’ “o(f:q?)). 
(b) By contrast, if f(z) = C,TmO bZizZi is entire i+*ith b,; > 0, 
j = 0, 1, 2 )...) then for p > 1 such that I] f IIn,,, < 03. we have 
liy~+yP llf -L,,lf ]llX:‘~, >u(p)o(f;p”). 
Proof: (a) Assume first f(z) = C( o bjzi is real for real z. 
Lemma 3.6(a) and Holder’s and Minkowski’s inequalities gice (at first 
formal!v) 
Ilf-L,,lf I//n,,,~Il~nlln,p, TT ( ’ j lbil Il~~~~il~~l~~~~~~~‘~~“ll,,,~,,. 
,z n 
(4.14) 
Here by Minkowski’s inequality and (2. I), 
ll(maxl14y 4W+“ll,,,, 
G IIl.4-nlln,q, + Il~jYnLy, 
= m”Y1((j- n) q,) + m”ql(0)Ai “(n) 
< (2A(f9[(j- n)q, + 2])}“Y~(d~i~n(8((j-n)q, + 21) +A,‘-‘l(n)} 
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(by Lemma 3.3(c) and monotonicity of/l) 
allj > n. all n large enough. (4.15 ) 
Here K is a constant independent of n. and j. and we have used (2.6), 
(2.18A), the monotonicity of A, and the definition of ~7. Now let E > 0 be so 
small that 
d=n’“u(J:qf)+c< 1. (4.16) 
Using 9: >pT and (4.14), (4.15) we obtain. for large II. 
=K(&‘“(//+(p)+a))“d”(l -d) ” ‘, (4.17) 
The result follows from (4.16) and (4.17) by taking n th roots and letting 
II + co. When f is non-real for real z. write-/-(z) =f,(z) + r&(z), where f; .f, 
are entire and real for real z. Further. use the linearity of I,,, as well as 
a(fi;S),<u(f;S),j= I. 2;s>o. 
(b) By Lemma 3.6(b). 
and the result follows from (2.19), (2.23). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.1(c) and Theorem 4.3(a) complement one another-neither 
contains the other in general. 
5. GAUSS-JACOBI RULES 
Throughout this section-without further mention-we assume p(x) = s 
and that a(x) is real and monotone increasing in (a, b) and that supp Ida 1 is 
unbounded. Further, we assume that the {II,,~} and (x,,~} are, respectively, the 
Gauss-Jacobi weights and abscissas for da(x). Thus (@,,} given by (2.9) is 
the sequence of orthonormal polynomials for da(x) and ( y,, } is the sequence 
of leading coefficients. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume x(s) is finite for all s > 0. 
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(a) For any entire function f such that a(J l/2) < l/x(3/2). It’e have 
lim+yp I(I- I,,)[ f ]I”” < h(3/2) a(f; l/2))‘. 
By contrast, given entire f(z) = 1:: o b2jz2i with bzi > 0. j = 0, 1. 2..... and 
Zlfl < co, we have 
lint sup I(1 - Z,,)Ifll’ ” > 01 (2) a($ 112))‘. 
n + ,I 
(b) For an?> entire function J let 
6, ,lf I =minillf-PII,,,,,., :PE: p:, A. I1 = I, 2.... . 
Therl 
ProoJ (a) The positive assertion follows from Theorem 4.1(a), as 
i= 2. u = 1, d = 1. By contrast. iff(z) = 2; o bzjz” is entire with b,;> 0. 
j = 0, 1, 2 . . . . . and Z[f I < co. Lemma 3.8(a) gives 
((I--l,,)lf I}““>b;;:‘;~,;“‘= {b~;,““‘d(rr)}‘(1~~,,~)f,~i/d(n)/ 
by (2.8). The result follows from (2.19) and (2.23). 
(b) Let p,, , E, <,, , satisfy 11 f - P,, , //A,,I,, = E,, , If/. As is well 
known, P,, , exists and is unique. Then using L,,)P,, , ) = P,, , . we have 
Et,- llfl G llf-Lnlf Illw. i 
c llf- p,,- I Lm. I + lIL,,lf-- p,,- I IlLm. i 
GE,, ,IfI( 1 + ;I,, ,(24(n))“- ’ nz:, ‘t. 
by Lemma 3.8(c) applied to g =f ~ P,, ,. Now it follows from a result of 
Erdos and Freud [ 5, Lemma 2.1, p. 523 ) that 
by (2.8). (2.13) and (2.19). The result follows. Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. (a) The counterexample in Theorem 5.1(a) is more general 
than that in Theorem 4.1 (a’) in that it applies to a larger (and more elegant) 
class of functions, but the coefficient of a(f; l/2) is smaller-,u (2) instead 
of v=,u+(2). 
(b) We next show x(s) = 1 all s > I and bu (p) > 0 all p > 0 for a 
class of weights studied by Freud 17 1. Freud’s weights include the weights 
u’(x) = exp(-em is\‘), x E (-co, co), s > 0. 
LEMMA 5.2. Ler a’(x) = exp(-2Q(!xl)) all s E 11 . rc,herr 
(i) Q(x) is positive. monotone increasing and continuously dlyferen- 
tiable in (0, co), and 
(ii) .for some 0 < rl < I. s”Q’(s) is strictljl increasing i/l (0. co). 
Let q, be the root of the equation 
q.,Q’(rl,) =-y all .Y > 0. (5.1) 
Then 
(a) We may take 
d(x) = cy, (5.2) 
as our “bounding function” in (2.10) and (2.1 I ). lL%here c is a positive 
constant. 
(b) x(s) = 1 and y(s) < s’ (’ “’ all s > 1. 
(c) p,((p)>p (p)>Oallp>Oandv>O. 
(d) Letf(z) be entire and 
A = lim sup log IlfllR.C, /Q(R) c 00. 
H ii 
(5.3) 
Then with c as in (5.2). and if A > 0. 
a(f;s)<cexp((l -~)~‘)w(As) all s > 0. (5.4) 
When A = 0, to; may replace y(As) bJ> lim,. +(,+ y(r) in (5.4). In particular iJ 
u/( l/2) = lim sup qr/qlr < I 
r: .l 
(5.5) 
then a(f; l/2) + 0 as A + 0. 
Proof. (a) Theorem 1 in Freud 17. p. 49 1 shows 
dq,,<max(Ixnr~: 1 <k<<n} <cq,,, n = 1. 2.... 
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where d, c are constants. Further, q, is strictly increasing in x and 
lim, .,~ q, = co, se we may take d(x) = cq,. 
(b) Inequality (29) in Freud [ 7. p. 54 1 shows 
(our q is his p). Hence it follows from (2.12) and (2.13). respectively. that 
(/+) < s’/(‘-v) and x(s) = 1 all s > 1. 
(c) Using inequality (30) in Freud [ 7, p. 541 and the first line of the 
proof of Theorem 1 in 17, p. 541, we see that for large n, 
where 6 > 0 is independent of n. Thus for all large enough n. 
meas{x: a’(x) > dn}/d(n) > meas(x: 1x1 < q,,}/d(n) 
3 2/c 
by (5.2). Thus (3.7) in Lemma 3.7 holds and so p+(p) 3~ (p) >, 0 for all 
p > 0. Further, by Lemma 3.8(b), L’ = p+ (2) > 0. 
(d) Erdos and Freud [ 5, inequality (4. l), p. 5301 show that 
Q(x) < Q(O) + .yQ'(x)l( 1 - v) all x > 0. (5.6) 
Letf(z) = x,5-, bjzi satisfy (5.3). Then for R > I, 
llfllx.a < expI(A + @)) Q(R)I: j’l”, E(R) = 0. 
Then by (5.2), (5.6) and Cauchy’s estimates for the {b,,}. 
Ib,,!““~(sn)~cexpI(A + GR)) Q(RYnI s,,,lR 
<cexpI(A +c(R))(Q(O>+RQ'<R)/(l -rl)llnlq,,,lR. (5.7) 
Assume A > 0. If we choose R = qn,,r (which minimizes the right member of 
(5.7) if c(R) = 0) and if we use (5.1). then we obtain 
4.L s) < c lim sup I@ + e(s,,,))iO + A n + 7 ‘/(l ~ ~)1 I s,,/q,,,., 
< c exp((l - ‘I) ‘) ~4s). 
When A = 0, on chooses R = q,l,K~rt~r where K(n) --t 0 as tl+ 00. Finally, 
when y1(1/2) < 1, Lemma 3.2(c) shows lim,.+,), y(r) = 0 and so o(J l/2) + 0 
as A --+ 0. Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. (a) In 111, Aljarrah investigated geometric convergence of 
Gauss-Jacobi quadrature for Freud’s weights subject to the additional 
restriction (5.5) and based on the size of A in (5.3). Lemma 5.3(d) shows 
that Aljarrah’s results are contained in Theorem 5.1(a). Further, by using 
a(f; l/2) rather than A given by (5.3). one does not need to impose (5.5) in 
studying geometric convergence. 
(b) The above Lemma remains valid when for some positive constants 
K,, K, and some Q(.Y) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.2, we have 
K, < u’(-y)/exp(--2Q(lxl)) < KI for all .Y E ‘1 
-see Lemma 7 in Freud 16. p. 101 1, 
LEMMA 5.3. Let ~7 > -1. c > 0. Define weights a;(,~), j = 1. 2. by 
U;(X) = ISi” exp(-/.ul’) all sEl, (5.8) 
and 
a;(x) = x” exp(-x”) all .Y E (0, co) 
0 otherwise. 
(5.9) 
Suppose U’(X) exists in 1’ except possibly at 0. Suppose for some positive 
constants c, , c2 andj = 1 or 2, we have 
r,a,;(x) < cx’(x) < c,cii(s) all .uE’ (5.10) 
Then for the weight U’(X). 
(a) We may take 
d(s) = cx’ f (5.1 I ) 
as our “bounding function” in (2.10) and (2.1 1). where c is a positive 
constant. 
(b) x(s) = 1 and v(s) = s”‘. all s > 0. 
(c) ,~*(p)>,u (p)>Oallp>Oand r>O. 
Proof: (a) First assume a’(x) = cri(x) all x E II:. Freud 16, Theorem B. 
p. 103 1 notes that 
where c?~, cZ4 are independent of II. Thus in this case we may take 
d(x) = C,,.Y’ ‘. 
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Next suppose a’(x) = a;(x) all x E IF?. This case is reduced to that for 
a;(x) using a standard trick. The orthonormal polynomials (@,,} for U’(X) 
satisfy 
[a. fin(x) dm(x) xv exp(-x”) dx = S,,,, 
-0 
where 6,, is the Kronecker delta. The substitution x = y’ and evenness of 
the following integrand yields 
sm J f$,02) #,(Y’) I YIP’+’ exp(-I v12”) b= 6,,,,,. -m 
Thus if (P,) is the sequence of orthonormal polynomials for the weight 
a;(Y) = I Ylzq+ l exp(-ly12”), then P2,(x) = #,,(x’), n = 0, 1. 2.... . Since a; is 
of the form (5.8), we have as before 
as the zeroes x,,~ of 4,,(x) are the squares of zeroes of P2,,(x). Thus in this 
case too, we may choose d(x) as in (5.11). 
Finally, when a’(x) satisfies only (5. lo), Lemma 7 in Freud 16. p. 101 ] 
shows that we may still choose d(x) as in (5.11). 
(b) follows from (2.12) (2.13) and (5.11). 
(c) We are given (5.10). Then there exists x,, > 0 such that 
a’(x) > exp(-2x”) all x > x0. If 0 < 6 < 1. 
meas{x: a’(x) > P}/A(,) > meas (x > x,,: exp(-2x”) > b;“}/d(n) 
= { [n 1 log 6 l/2 1’ Ic - x,, }/(cn ’ ‘) 
+ [llog6~/2~““/c as II+ co. 
Thus (3.7) holds and p-(p) > 0 all p > 0. By Lemma 3.8(b). r =,u (2) > 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) For a large class of weights including the Hermite and 
Laguerre weights, Lemma 5.3 shows that p-(p) > 0, v > 0 and so the 
positive and negative assertions of Theorems 4.1. 4.2, 4.3 and 5.1 are 
applicable to these weights. 
(b) Erdos [4] and Freud [ 5, Remark, p. 531 ] considered weights- 
a’(x) = exp(-2Q(x)), where Q(x) grows faster than any finite power of A-. 
From the Remark in [ 5, p. 53 11 we see pm (2) > l/4 for these weights. 
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